Kaurna Plains School
Newsletter - Term 3, Week 10 2021
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Diary Dates

Niina Marni

Friday 24th September
Last day of Term 3

Again, what a fantastic term! We have had many achievements including the most
growth in the partnership for our Year 1 students, attendance across the site,
hearing and eyesight screenings and the beginning of the additional programs for
the boys and girls, which has seen the students gain many new skills including
mindfulness and resilience.

Wednesday 29th September
Parent Survey closes
Monday 11th October
First day of Term 4

Attendance
This term continues to see a
fantastic increase in attendance!
This means our attendance is
staying steady at 64% for the year.
This is almost 10% improvement
from previous years! Our tracking
has noticed that the beginning of
term has great attendance and the
end of term drops off. We will be
adjusting our programming moving
forward in hopes that our students
are engaged all term! Thank you to
the continued support from our
families and community.
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

68.3%

66.5%

67.2%

This term we farewell Uncle Jordan Wilson King our ACEO who has won a job with an agency
supporting families in crisis. We will miss him dearly and wish him all the very best. We also
farewell Aunty Liz who has won a job in the Department working with schools and teachers
across South Australia for the next 2 years - what an amazing opportunity!
The Principal’s Award this term goes to Kyrah Wanganeen who has increased her attendance
by over 50% this term. She is actively engaging in her learning and is also risk taking, trying new
things like the VET taster course, yoga and journaling. Darnell Pollard also received a Principal’s
Award for stepping out of his comfort zones and participating in school off-site programs, getting
his white card and going through the process of obtaining his driver’s licence. His attendance has
risen significantly and he has really made us all proud with his commitment to his education and
future.
Just a reminder that next term we have swimming in Week 1 at Gawler due to renovations at
both Aquadome and Salisbury pools. In Week 2 we also begin transition across the site. We will
have more information as the date approaches. Please ensure that you check out our Facebook
page for updated information.
Wishing you all a safe and happy holiday and see you all in Term 4.
Yours Sincerely
Aunty Ange
(Pictured above: Book Week dress ups and Sports Day)
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Assistant Principal - Secondary
Kaurna Language at Kaurna Plains School
Taikutirna, naa marni? (Family, how are you all?)
This term we have started a more formalised Kaurna
Language Program at Kaurna Plains School. Each class
has visits from myself in addition to the wonderful
language lessons happening already in classes.
Aunty Debbie and Aunty Fotina’s class has been
learning about animals and has performed at Assembly
including an Acknowledgment and the numbers song.
Aunty Natasha’s class has been learning about greetings
and will be filming and sharing some class written
acknowledgments next term. Aunty Candance’s class has started learning about introductions using
the ‘Ngana Ngai’ book and some students have introduced themselves at Assembly using Warninhari
(birth order names)... and we have a big surprise coming for next term. Aunty Sangeetha’s class will be
learning about insect names and environmental terms.
The YASTSA students have performed Acknowledgments and shared our experiences of astronomy
and light refraction at state-wide events with Department for Education leadership stating “We can
always count on the Kaurna Plains students to be young leaders”. Year 7/8 students have been learning
about Acknowledgment and Welcomes to Country, creating their own Acknowledgment plaques.
Finally, the Year 9 and 10 class has been learning about the Kaurna plant names and uses for the plants
in our Wetlands (as well as conducting some soil testing).
And don’t worry, we haven’t left staff out! There have been 2 sessions where we have taught staff
about contemporary and traditional greetings and also the words and phrases they will hear in
Acknowledgments of Country.
Kaurna language and culture is about more than just what happens in one class. Our next steps are
about the Kaurna language we use every day. We have a long way to go, but we are feeling excited
already! Finally, a huge part of language and cultural learning is the support we get from community
members. Uncle Lesley helped us practice some animal names and sounds. Unfortunately some planned
events have not been able to happen this term, but watch this space in Term 4 for our developing
cultural education opportunities.
Ngaityalya, Nakutha (thank you and see you again soon).
Kind regards,

Antony Yates, Assistant Principal - Secondary

Nukkan Uncle Jordan
Our deadly ASETO Jordan is on the move! With one such talented individual we are not surprised, but we are saddened that KPS is losing
such a big part of our community. Jordan has provided positive relationships with our secondary students helping them through both
personal and academic struggles and successes. He has worked with the WorkAbout Centre to allow students access to White Card,
getting their L plates, VET tasters, VET enrolments, bank accounts, birth certificates and more! Jordan also put together multiple community
breakfasts (pre-COVID) and arranged special guests for NAIDOC Week to give our students cultural knowledge from amazing positive
influential people such as Trent Hill! Jordan has recently also created a boys’ group to build confidence culturally and individually, modelling
strong connection to working in a team environment and building strong long-lasting relationships between peers. Jordan does not always
realise the impact he has had on our students and he will be sorely missed by both students and staff. We wish Jordan all the best in his new
role as a Family Practitioner for KWY and hope he visits in the future!
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Assistant Principal – Wellbeing & Engagement
Term 3 Best Attenders

Term 3 Most Improved Attenders

R /1 Oliver Rennie-McLean
Year 2 – 4 Jamie Sansbury
Year 5/6 Xander Hamlyn
Year 7/8 Shyana Van Der Steen
Year 9/10 Jamaika Rose Burr
Year 11/12 Justin Franey

R/1 Zion Wilson improved by 17%
Year 2 – 4 Neveah Jones improved by 52%
Year 5/6 Lily Evans improved by 27%
Year 7/8 Annie Beres by 18%
Year 9/10 Kyrah Wanganeen improved by 50%
Year 11/12 Darnell Pollard improved by 21%

Fantastic!

Mankarra-alya
Our girls’ group has taken leaps and bounds this
term. Our mosaic art with Aunty Kate from
‘That Mosaic Chick’, is finally coming together.
A huge shout out to Aunty Jessie for her artistic
support with this. The girls have also been loving
their yoga work and journaling. Next term these
programs will continue for part of the term and
we also have Adelaide Lightning coming out!
Overall, attendance has increased by 11% on
average across the group! This would have been much larger (closer to 30%) had genuine sickness and family reasons not occurred –
we are so proud of everyone! We cannot wait to have our mosaic art hung at the front of the school next term.
Natalea Jenkins
Assistant Principal – Wellbeing & Engagement

Literacy
Oral language activities for the school holidays…
Oral language lays the foundation to help children become successful readers and strong communicators.
Below are some oral language ideas for families to try, which can help support your child’s language development:
• Ask your child to recount a day out with details of ‘When’, ‘Who’, ‘Where’ and ‘What’.
• If you’re out and about in the car, or it’s a rainy day, try some of these games:
o Shopping List – ‘I went shopping and bought bread – milk – sugar’ and the child has to remember what has been said before.
o I Spy – modify by giving clues about what the item looks like and what you do with it rather than just saying the sound it starts
with.
o Guess Who – make up some clues about a person using personality traits or what they look like, and have them guess who it is.
o Celebrity Heads – ask your child to think of one of their favourite characters or celebrities and ask questions to uncover who it is.
• Play games where your child has to listen to directions or answer questions.
•	Try some oral sequencing activities – ask your child to order the steps needed to complete a routine activity such as bath time,
getting dressed, a shopping trip, cleaning or cooking.
Looking for something else to do? Try making a play dough recipe with your child…
2 cups of plain flour
4 tablespoons of ‘cream of tartar’
2 tablespoons of cooking oil
1 cup of cooking salt
2 cups of boiling water
Food colouring of your choice
For more school holiday ideas check out the link:
https://www.learninglinks.org.au/holiday-fun-learning-ideas/
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Swimming

Well done Jamaika!

Please note, swimming has
changed to:
Term 4-Week 1
Gawler Aquatic Centre (12 - 2:15pm).
Anticipated return to school by 3pm.

Jamaika has been working diligently on
this table that she started in Term 2,
and with professional assistance by
Yanni (SSO), has completed this project
just this week. She was very close to
completing a second project but needs

School Photos
SAVE THE DATE! School Photo Day
will be Thursday 4th November

to finish a little more sanding.

School
Photos!

We are so proud
of you, Jamaika!

(Term 4, Week 4 ).

SRC News
During Week 10, the SRC representatives participated in an excursion designed to develop their
teamwork, challenge resilience and build confidence - all of which are qualities required to be
a leader at KPS! The primary students completed a rock climbing session at Funtopia and the
secondary students completed Challenge Hill at Woodhouse. Well done to all involved!
Aunty Kate, Student Engagement Leader

Junior HASS
In the Junior HASS class the
students have been exploring the
Medieval Ages and each student
has taken in a role to investigate.
The classroom was alive with
banter and chatter about the
equally disgusting and delicious
foods, the changes of hygiene
routines, and entertainment of the times (pillory and rotten food).
The Middle HASS class have gotten political by learning about World War II and leading into Rights and Freedoms for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders. Engaging and powerful conversations have been had.
We have been learning about Acknowledgements and Welcome to Country in SAASTA. Our 7/8 group, along with Uncle Antony and
Aunty Kim have been in the process of designing Acknowledgement plaques for the school. Each student is drawing a design that shows
their identity and their connection to county, with Uncle Antony teaching and sharing with us Kaurna language around Acknowledgement
and greetings.
Kaurna miyurna, Kaurna yarta, ngadlu tampinthi - We recognise Kaurna people and their land.
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Library News
Premier’s Reading Challenge
We have now finished the Premier’s Reading Challenge this year.
Congratulations to the 55 students who finished and will receive medals
and certificates next term.
As part of this challenge we also gave the option to do bonus sheets.
Those that finished these were able to go into the draw to win a $30
voucher at the Book Fair. Congratulations to Charlotte and Keah who
were our lucky winners and had fun spending.

Book Week
This term we also had Book Week. There were so many wonderful
costumes that everyone came up with. Thank you to everyone who joined
in and had a great time.
Enjoy all the photos! See if you can spot Wally on the playground!
Happy reading,
Aunty Lisa
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Sports Day
Last Wednesday was the annual Kaurna Plains Sports Day Carnival. The weather was perfect
and the students were excited to win points for their team. It was so great to see the
participation, encouragement and cooperation from all of the students. Sports Day always
brings out the best in our students! Students participated in events such as high jump, chicken
throw, javelin, water relay, sack race and sprints. We had the kindy kids come over and try some
of the events. Last year’s winner were the Yellow Kardis and they were super strong again this
year. The Black Ilyas and Red Tarntas were down on numbers but they were both competitive
and did well in the sprint events. Congratulations to the Yellow Kardis for back-to back wins!!!
An amazing team effort!
First place – Yellow Kardis 1,101 points
Second place – Red Tarntas 953 points
Third place – Black Ilyas 921 points
Congratulations to the individual winners of awards in each class.
R-1 class
Sports Star – Granita
Best Effort – Leon
2-4 class
Sports Star – Jamie
Best Effort – Nathias
5-6 class
Sports Star – Kobi
Best Effort – Malee
Secondary
Sports Star – Justin and Crystal
Best Effort – Darnell and Makayla
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1st
Yellow
Kardis

Reception - Year 1
Wow, can you believe that the term has gone so fast. The children in Reception-Year 1 have enjoyed so many different learning experiences.
Their most impressive achievement by far has been the painting and artwork on the bridges in the Wetlands. Yanni helped the
students and we would like to give a big shout out to Callum in Nat’s class for helping with the base coats.
Students have also shown their physical skills in PE and on Sports Day. For some of the Reception children, the challenges of
their first school Sports Day were a little bit scary but they had our amazing Year 1 mentors who helped them into the sack for
the sack race and showed them how to work together in the three-legged race. We have also welcomed a new student in the class, Leon,
who has settled and already made some strong friendships.
I am looking forward to next term and watching your children continue to achieve and grow.
Aunty Debbie, Aunty Fotina and Aunty Lisa
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Year 2-4
What has been happening in the 2-4 class this term?
It has been a busy Term 3 with the class changes and having Aunty Taylor come in to complete her final placement.
A big congratulations to Aunty Taylor on completing her placement, the students have really enjoyed having her in
the class and have learnt a lot with her. We wish her all the best for her future teaching.
We have had gymnastics during Term 3 which has been fun and allowed our students to try new skills. We have been
learning about measuring and get hands on with our measuring tasks. SAKG has also continued strong this term and
we have been busy harvesting and making muffins, pizzas and focaccias.

Natasha Trestrail

Year 5/6
It has been yet another fun filled busy term! Not even a surprise lockdown or change in teacher and classroom could slow the 5/6 class
down this term.
In the classroom, we have learnt about the different levels of government and what each level is
responsible for, work that we are continuing next term. We have learnt about how to be safe, including
being safe online and have explored more of the body signals that we can have when we are in unsafe
situations. In SAKG, we are continuing to look after our garden areas, through weeding and harvesting
and with Aunty Donna in the kitchen, we have explored some different recipes – looking at healthy
eating substitutes.
We had an exhilarating Sports Day, which saw every 5/6 student stepping up and
showing excellent sportsmanship! Coming to a dramatic conclusion of Yellow Kardis
taking out the shield for the 2nd year in a row. Our Book Week was in Week 6,
the theme being Old Worlds, New Worlds, and Other Worlds. Students had a great day
dressing up and parading around in their costumes.
For PE the 5/6 students have been continuing to develop their gymnastic skills with
flips and jumps on the blow up track and using a mini trampoline to practise their
dunking skills. Everyone has really enjoyed gymnastic this term, even Aunty Candace
and Uncle Ari had a try a some flips!
Ground Force have started visiting this term, in preparation for our class
performances at the end of the year. Some students will also be making a behind the
scenes video of how the performance was pieced together.
We are now past the half way mark and with only one term left, it is going to be
a busy Term 4! Be prepared to come back to school and have lots of fun! Enjoy
your holidays and remember to stay safe. See you back here for Term 4!
Aunty Candace
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7-11 Maths and Science
Niina Marni,
In Science we have been studying biology in this term.
The 7-8 class have been researching about bush plants
that have medicinal properties. Each of us found 10
native plants having medicinal properties. Year 9-10s are
learning about ecosystem. As a part of their learning each student
made a terrarium and every week they are going to observe the
growth in their terrarium and write a journal about it.
In Maths we are learning about congruency, angles among parallel
lines and shapes. We have also started some quick maths.
We also successfully conducted a STEM workshop for STEM
Congress 2021 where we got a chance to share our knowledge
about Aboriginal astronomy.
Aunty Jyoti

Secondary English
In Junior English this term, we continued our exploration of persuasive texts and how to get people to think and do what we want, so be
on your toes for some persuasive strategies at home! We have also done some work on reading comprehension through guided reading,
focusing on text purpose and audience, as well as punctuation.
Our Middle Secondary English class have been learning about cinematography and how directors use framing, camera angles and other
techniques to engage us in their stories. In Term 4, we will be making our own short films!
Our Seniors are working on individual projects which include graphic novels about monsters, vampire hunters, and being trapped within
the subway system of New York. We are also working on workplace texts which include multimodal advertisements and an instruction
manual on how to drive a forklift!
We have also been engaging in our regular program of spelling and vocabulary development, with some students asking to do EXTRA
spelling tests so that they can learn more words more quickly! We are so proud!
Jaye Hines, 7 - 12 English Teacher

Learning about high and low-key lighting with
Jamaika-Rose

Harley and Jessie explore point-of-view shots in
Middle English
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Community Notices
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